
Dad and Fern married Dec. 1, 'U7, in WSS; 

divorced May 15, 1950, in Lewis 

(from Mont. Dept of Health files, July ’77) 

Clark county 

(LC file 1157) 



Dad fought to town at some risk. There were only 
0 ranches between his and the road. . . 



T-Uf 

bare dirt around WSS grade school—hi school lawn 



Since I could outread everybody and outwrestle most 
of them . . . 



helping Ruth with spelling 



7^ 

Ruth in the great winter, Ruth everywhere and 
nowhere. 



my last fight (Kirkwood) 



Ruth's line of sight thru life would always center 
on Ruth 



TAf. 

Weather to be afraid. Sheep could freeze. We 
could freeze, if pickup got stuck and blizzard 
came up. 



1948-9: out of that winter sky snow fell like 



-=f^f 

The Quigley: empty barn with must, abandoned house, 
foundations; shooting gophers, fishing, baths in 
creek, driving the hills to look for cattle. 
And Dad's quiet time, perhaps nearing death. 



in the town, but not of it 



when the winter ended, so did D's marriacp to Ruth 
It took several months, but they were months of 
hopeless war . . . 



I would, and did, read anything—old Life magazines at sheep 
ranch near the Huts, pulp romances, sport stories, GF Trib at 
bar or during cafe meal (what was in those papers then?) 



—from Helen Davis Taskila, 7-32-77: 

F is somewhere in Ore. or Wash., marriage with Taskila broke up 
after 13 yrs. F and T have adopted son, now abt 25; Helen says 
only time T has heard from her is when she wanted him to send son 
money to bail him out of trouble. Says F has been married a 
couple more times; thinks he was her 3d. 
—Suggested Ann Huberthal may have cooked for F and Dad in the 
cafe. 



the scab-hilled ranch 



only wishing that it would lengthen me up bqyo#d the 
height of everybody's elbows 



Cafe kid that I was, it was a dream to have a 
place of my own for milkshks. 



the Jordan house: malicious clutter, as if the family didn't 
quite have the energy to keep it all in order. The funnel of 
energy in the family went out Ralph's hands, as he fed the 
firebox of Sagebrush Annie.•• 

High-ceiling ed, jointed and rambling place; kitchen a turmoil; 
yet Helen had moments or imposed order, such as Sunday night 
bath for all of us, no frivolities for her kids 



FLIP 
this alarming person who had become my mother 


